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Synopsis: Neuroeconomics rightly has been claimed to be a natural extension of bioeconomics. One
of the things bioeconomics investigates is what behavioral dispositions and what behavioral patterns
evolutionary processes have produced. Neuroeconomics extends this to the study of evolved mecha-
nisms that are at work in decision-making at the neural level of the brain. The paper argues that in
another respect neuroeconomics and bioeconomics are discontinuous, however. Bioeconomics maintains
that the applicability of standard economic theory’s constrained maximization framework is not con-
fined to human behavior. The constrained maximization framework is believed to be suitable to describe
behavior throughout the animal kingdom. By contrast, despite some minor internal disagreements all
neuroeconomists seem to agree that human behavior is predicted poorly by standard economic theory
in several social and economic situations. Neuroscience is believed to hold out the hope of an advanced
understanding of when and why this is the case.
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1. Introduction

Neuroeconomics has been claimed to be a natural extension of bioeconomics (Zak
2004). And, indeed, neuroeconomics can be said to carry on a line of research
suggested by, but not actively pursued in bioeconomics. One of the things bio-
economics is keenly interested in is what behavioral rules and dispositions pro-
cesses of biological evolution have equipped us with. The leading idea here is that
studying the phylogenetic history of Homo sapiens helps us identify and under-
stand better the behavioral rules and dispositions that still guide human behav-
ior. Neuroeconomics similarly is mainly interested in identifying evolved processes
and mechanisms underlying behavior. Several sophisticated brain scanning tech-
niques have become available that enable neuroscientists to track brain activity
directly at the neural level. The fact that both bioeconomics and neuroeconomics
concentrate on the significance of past evolutionary processes for studying current
behavior sets them apart from other attempts to relate evolution (and evolutionary
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theory) to economics, such as evolutionary game theory (see, for example,
Maynard Smith 1982, Weibull 1995, Samuelson 1997, Young 1998) and (Nelson &
Winter-type) evolutionary economics (after Nelson & Winter 1982; see also, for
example, Hodgson 2000, Metcalfe 1998, Loasby 1999, Dopfer 2005). These latter
theories (or rather projects) conceive of ongoing economic processes as evolution-
ary processes (Vromen 1995, 2004a,b). In doing so, scant attention is paid to the
fact that human beings are evolved creatures and to the implications this has for
studying current human behavior.1

As will be argued in detail below, however, there is one important respect in
which neuroeconomics cannot be regarded as a natural extension of bioeconom-
ics. Bioeconomists seem to hold that standard economic theory’s assumption that
individuals are constrained maximizers is applicable to behavior of all evolved
creatures across the animal kingdom. While this assumption should be under-
stood metaphorically in case of the behavior of evolved non-human animals, it
is taken by bioeconomists to give a (at least approximately) literally true depic-
tion of human decision-making in the economic realm. Although neuroeconomists
surely do not deny the usefulness of applying standard economic theory to study
brain processes at the neural level, they do not hold that standard economic theory
adequately explains human decision-making and correctly predicts human behav-
ior in all contexts. Contemporary neuroscience suggests that large and significant
chunks of human behavior (including important parts of economic behavior) are
automatic and affect-driven rather than under ‘cool’ conscious control. Further-
more, neuroeconomists acknowledge the existence and significance of anomalies,
human behavior displayed in experiments that deviate from standard economic
theory’s predictions. Instead of embarking on ingenious attempts to rationalize
these anomalies away, neuroeconomists invest high hopes in the potential of neu-
roscience to facilitate the development of a more general economic theory that is
able to explain not only when (in what sorts of conditions) and why people dis-
play behavior that is consistent with standard economic theory’s predictions, but
also when and why anomalies occur.

2. Bioeconomics

What is bioeconomics? The general idea seems to be that the disciplines of evo-
lutionary biology and of economics are somehow to be more closely connected.
But how is this supposed to take place and what purpose is served by it? In the
inaugural issue of the Journal of Bioeconomics, Landa & Ghiselin (1999) argue that
bioeconomics began with the early pioneering work of Tullock (1971a,b), Ghise-
lin (1974, 1978), Becker (1976) and Hirshleifer (1977a,b, 1978). If their work set
the scene for bioeconomics, what are the defining and distinguishing features of
bioeconomics?
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In Tullock’s and Ghiselin’s work the emphasis clearly is on what biology can
learn from economics. Tullock (1971a) work is an illustration of the fruitfulness of
standard economic analysis for the study of biological phenomena (in this specific
case the consumption of the Eucosmid moth Ernarmonia conicolana by coal tits).
Tullock shows that the existing explanation of the coal tits’ consumption behav-
ior in biology can be greatly simplified by treating coal tits as careful optimizing
shoppers.2 This analogical treatment of the coal tits’ consumption behavior is war-
ranted, Tullock argues, because it makes sense to assume that coal tits have inher-
ited reasonably efficient patterns of behavior. After all, if their ancestors did not
evolve such patterns, they would not have survived and have left offspring. The
only thing that economists can learn from this transfer of their constrained max-
imization framework to biology,3 it seems, is that economic analysis can also be
fruitfully applied in the biological realm. Thus for Tullock, bioeconomics seems to
mean primarily the application of standard economic theory, and more in particu-
lar its behavioral assumption that individuals are constrained maximizers, in study-
ing biological phenomena.4

Ghiselin (1974, 1978) also focuses on the application of economic concepts and
principles such as division of labor, specialization, competition and cooperation in
studying biological phenomena (such as the division of labor of teeth in the human
mouth). It is boldly claimed that biology (properly understood) is wholly an eco-
nomic discipline (Ghiselin 1978, p. 233). But unlike Tullock, Ghiselin argues that
these economic concepts and principles cannot be directly drawn from standard
economic theory. They need some reworking and elaboration before they can illu-
minate biological phenomena.5 What is needed, Ghiselin argues, is the develop-
ment of general economy. Once general economy is developed, as a single branch
of knowledge, biology and economics will be seen to study two different areas of
it. Economics studies political economy (in which institutions like law and property
rights regulate competition), whereas biology studies natural economy (in which
competition is not regulated by formal institutions).

Both Tullock and Ghiselin acknowledge that at least up till the twentieth cen-
tury, there has been an incessant transfer of ideas, concepts, principles and tools
from economics to biology. The most famous and probably also most significant
example, of course, is the influence of Malthus’s population thinking (based on
the notion of ‘crowding and struggle’) and Adam Smith’s notions of unintended
consequences and the invisible hand on Darwin’s (and Wallace’s) development of
the notion of natural selection as the key principle to organize all the empirical
data gathered in his voyages with the HMS Beagle (Schweber 1968). Tullock also
observes that ever since Darwin’s The Origin of Species, the biological analogue of
constrained maximization (or optimization), adaptation, has been part and parcel
of (evolutionary) biology. With a few exceptions (notably Hamilton’s and Trivers’s
work and the work in foraging theory and behavioral ecology done by people like
Charnov and Krebs, that paved the way for Wilson’s Sociobiology),6 however, the
constrained maximization framework remained hidden and implicit in biology. It
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is clear that especially Tullock holds that biology could profit from a more explicit
and wholesale adoption of the constrained maximization framework.

Things seem to be somewhat different with Becker and Hirshleifer. They too
identify already existing structural similarities between economics and biology and
they too believe that incorporating more economic concepts and tools could fur-
ther enrich biology. But in addition to this, Becker and especially Hirshleifer hold
that, conversely, economics can be enriched by incorporating insights from evo-
lutionary biology.7 Their model of bioeconomics is one of biology and econom-
ics mutually enriching each other. Like Tullock, Becker and Hirshleifer argue that
biology can gain from an explicit and consistent use of standard economic the-
ory’s constrained maximization framework. Unlike Tullock, Becker and Hirshleifer
maintain that conversely economics can benefit from accommodating insights from
biology. What evolutionary biology can contribute to economics is the insight that
individual human agents belong to the evolved species of Homo sapiens and that
their current behavior reflects (or bears the stamp of) the phylogenetic evolution of
their species. More in particular, evolutionary biology can help economists in iden-
tifying (basic) preferences (or preference patterns) in a non-arbitrary and explica-
ble way. As Hirshleifer (1977a, p. 18) puts it, ‘the programmatic contention here is
that such preference patterns, despite seemingly arbitrary elements, have survived
because they are mainly adaptive to environmental conditions.’8

Becker’s (1976) well known economic treatment of the evolution of altruism
seems to have been a major source of inspiration for Hirshleifer’s vision of biol-
ogy and economics mutually enriching each other. Becker sets out to show that
altruism can evolve by other means than ‘group selection’. In their attempt to ans-
wer their central theoretical problem of how altruism can possibly evolve (Wilson
1975, p. 3) sociobiologists are said to invoke ‘group selection’. A particular vari-
ant of ‘group selection’, Becker argues, is kin selection.9 If individuals are genet-
ically related to a sufficient degree, then seemingly self-sacrificing behavior of an
individual can contribute to the propagation of that individual’s genes in the pop-
ulation’s gene pool. Such models are unnecessary, Becker argues. Bringing in ‘indi-
vidual rationality’, the assumption that individuals maximize utility functions sub-
ject to limited resources, suffices to show that altruism toward non-kin can evolve
by natural selection (Becker 1976, p. 818). What Becker shows in particular is that
although altruists seem to be left with less wealth and consumption than an other-
wise equally able egoist almost by definition,10 a fuller analysis of the interaction
between rational individuals points out that this need not be so. Altruists may
wind up with more wealth and consumption and this is exactly why altruism has
survival value.

Without going into all of the details of Becker’s ‘fuller analysis’, some ele-
ments warrant further attention here. As Becker (1976, p. 820) himself observes,
for altruistic ‘Big Daddy’ to wind up with more wealth and consumption than
an equally able egoist, a crucial assumption is that egoistic ‘Rotten Kid’ correctly
anticipates Big Daddy’s response to its behavior.11 Only if Rotten Kid correctly
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anticipates Big Daddy’s response is it willing to transfer some of its wealth to Big
Daddy (knowing that in return Big Daddy’s transfer will more than compensate
for that, so that in the end Rotten Kid is better off than without initially trans-
ferring some of its income to Big Daddy). Only then does egoistic Rotten Kid
behave ‘as if ’ he, like Big Daddy, were also altruistic (p. 820 and p. 822). Here we
see the crucial role played by the behavioral assumption of individual rationality.
As Hirshleifer (1977a, p. 26) notes, the insight of standard economic theory that
biology should take to heart is that in certain circumstances even egoists cooper-
ate. Instead of assuming that behavior directly reflects the individual’s preferences
(or ‘drives’, or ‘instincts’, as biologists use to call them, for Hirshleifer, individual
behavior is always determined by preferences and constraints (or opportunities) in
conjunction.12 Egoists need not always behave ‘egoistically’ in a non-cooperative
way. Under suitable constraints rational egoists will choose to behave in ‘non-
egoistic’ cooperative ways.

Although Hirshleifer remarks that the assumption of ‘real’ conscious maximizing
may be sometimes inappropriate in economics (and that in such cases, the assump-
tion of satisficing may be the better alternative), there is no evidence that he thinks
that there are serious problems with the application of the constrained maximi-
zation framework in economics. This seems to be shared by other proponents
of bioeconomics: no one seriously considers the possibility that bringing insights
from biology to bear on economics can undermine or delimit the applicability of
the constrained maximization framework in economic theory’s traditional domain.
It may be that taking biological insights seriously may necessitate economists to
extend the terms in utility functions. But the possibility that the constrained max-
imization framework itself might be put in jeopardy by taking biological findings
into account is something no one seems to take seriously.

Summing up now, what is bioeconomics? If we look at how individual pio-
neers actually implement the bioeconomics project, we see interesting differences.
For Tullock and Ghiselin doing bioeconomics is largely an exercise in showing the
fruitfulness of using economic concepts, techniques and approaches in biology.13

For Becker and Hirshleifer practicing bioeconomics ideally enriches both biology
and economics. This implies a transfer also in reverse direction: insights from evo-
lutionary biology are to be incorporated into economic theory. The prevailing sen-
timent here seems to be that what economics can learn from biology should move
beyond mere analogy and metaphor. Individual human beings are evolved crea-
tures and their decision-making betrays the evolutionary history of their species.
Becker’s version of bioeconomics seems to be the most clearly and narrowly delin-
eated. Biologists are advised to take more notice of standard economic theory’s
constrained maximization framework and to apply it more explicitly and consis-
tently. Vice versa, evolutionary biology can help economists in identifying basic
preferences of economic agents in a non-arbitrary way.
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3. Neuroeconomics as a natural extension of bioeconomics

Neuroeconomics is a booming business these days. Worldwide, more than a dozen
of new Centers for Neuroeconomics Studies equipped with high tech brain scans
(using techniques such as PET and fMRI) have been founded just within the past
few years.14 Neuroeconomics gets quite some coverage both in prestigious aca-
demic journals (see, for example, Camerer 2003b and Glimcher & Rustichini 2004)
and in the popular press.15 What is neuroeconomics? Zak (2004, p. 1737) argues
that ‘Neuroeconomics is a natural extension of bioeconomics. [. . .] The bioeco-
nomics research programme uses evolutionary biology to build models that pre-
dict human behavior [. . .] Whereas bioeconomics has focused primarily on ultimate
causes of behavior [. . .], the neuroeconomics research programme seeks to discover
proximate causes of choice behavior.’ I think this is quite right. Both bioeconom-
ics and neuroeconomics take recourse to evolutionary biology in building models
of human economic behavior. But neuroeconomics shifts the focus from ultimate
to proximate causes of behavior. While ultimate causes refer to evolutionary forces
and pressures occurring prior to the lifetimes of the individuals whose behavior
we want to explain, proximate causes occur within the individuals’ lifetimes (Mayr
1961). Bioeconomists concentrate on studying past processes of natural selection,
as the alleged major force driving biological evolution, and its consequences for
current behavior. Neuroeconomists investigate how current behavior is caused by
ongoing brain processes (or, more general, processes in the nervous system).16

For the pioneering bioeconomists Tullock, Ghiselin, Becker and Hirshleifer the
major ultimate cause driving biological evolution clearly is natural selection.17

What is behind their plea to use standard economic theory’s constrained maxi-
mization framework more explicitly and extensively in evolutionary biology is the
insight that constrained maximization of (inclusive) fitness mimics outcomes of
processes of natural selection. If natural selection holds sway, nature behaves as
if it were optimizing the (inclusive) fitness of individuals. It is furthermore taken
for granted that while more primitive life forms cannot engage in deliberate and
conscious optimizing (or constrained maximization), we humans can. That is why
a literal application of the framework is warranted only in the case of human
behavior. Standard economic theory’s constrained maximization framework can
also be used to study the outcomes of natural selection for the behavior of animals
(other than humans), but then the framework is to be understood metaphorically.
This suggests that bioeconomists are not completely silent on proximate causes
of current behavior. They identify preferences and opportunities (and, it might
be added, expectations) as proximate causes of current behavior. As Hirshleifer
(1977a) insists, for example, behavior is always the outcome of the preferences in
combination with opportunities (or constraints), and never of preferences alone.
Thus, all allusions to ‘as-if optimizing’ notwithstanding, bioeconomists do seem to
believe that individual human beings actually act on their preferences, opportuni-
ties and expectations and that they do so more or less rationally.18
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Neuroeconomists seek to identify proximate causes at a different level of orga-
nization (or, more neutrally, of description). The preferences and expectations that
bioeconomists focus on are mental states to be located at the level of the human
mind. Neuroeconomists concentrate on proximate causes at the level of the anat-
omy and physiology of the human brain.19 Exactly how states, entities and their
properties at these two levels, the level of the human mind and that of the human
brain, are related to each other is a perennial issue in philosophy. Arguably this
issue is still unresolved and looming large in philosophy of mind. As we shall
see, what is also still an open, unresolved issue is what implications our improved
understanding of neural processes and mechanisms has for how decision-making
in the brain proceeds and for how rational human behavior is.

Within neuroeconomics we encounter a tension that is reminiscent of the tension
we found within bioeconomics. We saw that some bioeconomists hold that bioeco-
nomics involves a one-way transfer of economic concepts and principles to evolu-
tionary biology, from which theorizing in evolutionary biology, and in evolutionary
biology only, is meant to benefit, while others maintain that bioeconomics is a
two-way transfer of economic principles and biological insights, from which the-
orizing in both economics and evolutionary biology are meant to benefit. Like-
wise, there are some neuroeconomists, such as Glimcher and Berns, who hold
that neuroeconomics involves making use of economic theories in neuroscience,
from which theorizing in neuroscience is to benefit. It is telling that instead of
neuroeconomics, Berns (2003) and Montague & Berns (2002) speak of neural eco-
nomics: the economics of neural activity. But there are also some neuroecono-
mists, such as Camerer, Loewenstein & Prelec, who believe that neuroeconomics
primarily involves the reverse transfer of bringing in insights from neuroscience
into economics, from which economic theorizing is to benefit. The former sort of
neuroeconomists pursues a reformist or revisionist (if not revolutionary) program
within neuroscience, whereas the latter group pursues a reformist program within
economics.20

This tension within neuroeconomics need not reflect major substantive disagree-
ments, of course. Whether neuroeconomics is intended to improve theorizing in
neuroscience or in economics, all protagonists might agree on the same particu-
lar view on the brain processes underlying human decision-making and human
behavior. And this arguably is what all neuroeconomists are ultimately interested
in. In the end, enhanced understanding of the processes and mechanisms underly-
ing behavior is what they are all after. Quarrels about disciplinary boundaries and
about the scope of economic theories arguably are of secondary importance only.
So let us focus on the more interesting substantive issue of whether all neuroec-
onomists concur on roughly the same view on human behavior and human deci-
sion-making. At first sight it seems that here too there are significant differences
and disagreements. As will be discussed in more detail shortly, especially Glimcher
et al. (2005) explicitly distance themselves from the view expounded by Camerer
et al. (2004, 2005) about brain architecture and brain functioning on the one hand,
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and various forms of rational and irrational behavior, on the other.21 It seems
that the main difference in view between the two groups can be put in the follow-
ing general terms. Neuroscientists such as Glimcher and Berns stress that standard
economic theories, such as expected utility theory and game theory, turn out to
be remarkably well-suited to describe neural activity in specific subsystems in the
human brain. In contrast, behavioral economists such as Camerer and Loewen-
stein tend to emphasize when and why such standard economic theories go wrong
in predicting human behavior. Thus whereas the one group seems to stress the use-
fulness of standard economic theories for understanding behavior, the other group
seems to emphasize the limits of those theories for understanding behavior.

4. Neuroeconomics Glimcher et al. style and neuroeconomics
Camerer et al. style

The neuroscientist Glimcher (2003) turns to economics (especially expected util-
ity theory and game theory) to go beyond the prevailing reflexological paradigm
in neuroscience. Glimcher argues that the reflexological (or reflex-based) paradigm,
that goes back to Sherrington (and even further back to Descartes) and that essen-
tially conceives of the working of the nervous system in terms of the minimal
set of neurobiological components that could account for an elementary behavior
(a reflex), has been extremely useful for describing relatively simple sorts of behav-
ior. But it has problems with understanding how larger systems of such compo-
nents accomplish more complex tasks. The reflexological approach misses out on
mutual interactions between the components and feedback loops from the environ-
ment that are crucial to their performance. According to Glimcher, David Marr’s
(1982) computational approach, which in essence is a rudimentary form of eco-
nomic analysis, shows the way to overcome this shortcoming. Any attempt to
understand information-processing systems such as brains, Marr argues, should
start with a specification of the task, or computational goal, that the system evol-
ved to perform. Glimcher argues that expected utility theory and game theory pro-
vide natural extensions of Marr’s approach.

First attempts to apply those theories to study the working of the brain (such
as Platt & Glimcher 1999) yielded fascinating results. It is not just that at the
aggregate (population) level, actual behavior often approximates predictions of
economics to a surprising high degree. Empirical evidence seems to suggest that
even monkeys display the seemingly sophisticated patterns of mixed equilibriums
predicted by game theory, for example. The really remarkable thing is that at
the level of individual neurons (or small groups of neurons) neural firing rates
seem to track changes in probabilities and values. Glimcher argues that the cal-
culations ascribed to rational individuals in, for example, expected utility theory
– first computing the relative desirability of each possible course of action and,
second, selecting the most desirable one – are literally executed at the neural level:
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‘Neoclassical theory has always made the famous as if argument: it is as if
expected utility was computed by the brain. Modern neuroscience suggests an
alternative, and more literal, interpretation. The available data suggest that the
neural architecture actually does compute desirability for each available course of
action. This is a real physical computation, accomplished by neurons, that derives
and encodes a real variable. The process of choice that operates on this variable
then seems to be quite simple: it is the process of executing the action encoded as
having the greatest desirability’ (Glimcher et al. 2005, p. 8).22

It seems that Glimcher’s modern neuroscience, rebuilt on modern economic the-
ory as its basis, revives a forlorn hope among economists that the human brain
can be shown to harbor a hard-wired Benthamite hedonistic pain – pleasure cal-
culus. For more than a century economists did not dare to hope that the calcula-
tions and computations ascribed in economic theory to individuals could really be
observed and measured inside the heads of individuals. But now it seems that util-
ity functions are not merely convenient theoretical constructs but are observable
physiological realities (Zak 2004).23 As Powell (2003, p. 314). puts it, ‘at the level
of neurons, we might all be math-whizzes.’

Glimcher’s version of neuroeconomics seems to be reminiscent of Tullock’s and
Ghiselin’s version of bioeconomics in that it is a plea to use economic analysis
in biology (this time neurobiology, not evolutionary biology). Like Tullock and
Ghiselin, Glimcher argues that standard economic analysis is useful to describe
the behavior of non-human animals such as monkeys. But Glimcher seems to go
beyond Tullock and Ghiselin in suggesting that economic analysis is not only use-
ful to describe outcomes of natural selection (as the supposedly dominant ultimate
cause underlying evolved behavior). Glimcher seems to hold that expected utili-
ties are actually computed within individuals as proximate causes of their behavior.
At the neural level, constrained maximization is taking place in both human and
(at least a few) non-human animals.

The version of neuroeconomics presented by Camerer et al. (2004, 2005) seems
to be quite different. The turn of these behavioral economists (or behavioral game
theorists; Camerer 2003a) to neuroscience seems to be primarily motivated by the
desire to overcome perceived weaknesses and shortcomings of standard economic
theory (including standard game theory). They hope that neuroscience helps us
understand better why standard economic theory has such a limited or even poor
predictive success. Camerer et al. are primarily concerned with explaining anoma-
lies, behavior found in experimental psychology and in behavioral economics that
run counter to standard economic theory’s predictions. Given their background in
behavioral economics, it comes as no surprise that Camerer et al. are also inter-
ested in the issue whether people are the ‘cool’ calculating maximizing creatures
that standard economic theory takes them to be, or are rather led by their ‘hot’
emotional states and by simple heuristics. Do people most of the time go through
the time-and-energy-consuming search and decision-making processes ascribed to
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them by standard economic theory? Or do they rather rely (on ‘the automatic
pilot’) on shortcuts, such as rules of thumb and on their ‘gut feelings’?

After surveying the relevant literature, Camerer et al. argue that automatic
(that is, not consciously controlled) behavior is the default mode of operation
in human behavior and that affect (rather than cognition) is primary in driving
human behavior. In contrast to consciously controlled behavior, automatic behav-
ior typically occurs without awareness, is accompanied by a subjective feeling of
effortlessness, is reflexive (that is, not evoked deliberately) and is not introspectively
accessible.24 Due to the latter feature the causes behind most of our behavior elude
us. Attempts to access these causes can be made and are often made, but are most
likely to lead to spurious sense-making. Attempts can also be made to override
automatic, affect-driven behavior cognitively. But such attempts happen less fre-
quently than we wish to think and are often not successful (like countering our
longing for calorie-rich food in a diet). Camerer et al. conclude that since on the
narrow technical understanding of ‘rational behavior’ in standard economic theory
only consciously controlled cognitive-driven behavior is rational, current neurosci-
ence suggests that most of human behavior is not covered by standard economic
theory.

Camerer et al. pretty much take for granted that neuroscience has already
produced insights and results that economists can only ignore at their own peril.
Taking neuroscience’s insights and results to heart, they argue, would call for a
drastic revision of standard economic theory. Their message seems to be oppo-
site to Glimcher’s. This impression is strengthened by Glimcher et al.’s criticism
of Camerer et al’s depiction of the human brain. Glimcher et al. (2005) explicitly
take sides against Camerer et al. (2004, 2005) in arguing that the latter erroneously
assume that different anatomical areas in the brain are responsible for rational and
irrational decision making respectively. Camerer et al. wrongly take rational deci-
sion-making to be the product of the cerebral cortex, Glimcher et al. argue, as
they mistakenly believe that rational decision-making involves conscious introspec-
tion and (again mistakenly) that conscious experience resides uniquely in the cere-
bral cortex. There is no neurobiological evidence supporting this view, Glimcher
et al. (p. 40) argue. They go on arguing that the essentially dualistic picture of
brain functioning that Camerer et al. paint, in which simpler and cruder mech-
anisms are held responsible for irrational behavior, fits the prevailing reflexologi-
cal paradigm well. In the alternative monistic picture favored by Glimcher rational
decision-making can be going on across various anatomical areas of the brain.

Thus it seems that there are significant substantive differences between the two
versions of neuroeconomics. Whereas Glimcher et al. stress rational behavior, in
human and non-human animals alike, Camerer et al. emphasize various forms
of irrational human behavior. And while Camerer et al. maintain that insofar
as humans are capable of rational behavior this is due to the prefrontal cor-
tex, Glimcher et al. argue that the brain areas that are (causally) responsible for
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rational behavior are not confined to the prefrontal cortex but are distributed all
over the entire brain.

5. Disagreements within neuroeconomics that might be apparent
rather than real

Yet upon closer inspection the disagreements between these two versions are less
profound than they at first seem. Differences are partly ‘semantic’, are more a mat-
ter of emphasis and of degree than of real substance and stem to some extent from
the fact that the main protagonists have different battles to fight within their own
disciplines.

Contrary to what both Glimcher et al. suggest, there does not seem to be a big
difference in opinion on the issue of brain functioning. While Glimcher et al. are
right that Camerer et al. argue that there is functional specialization in the brain’s
architecture, one of the things that Camerer et al. emphasize is that many sorts of
behavior typically involve several areas in the brain. Sometimes different areas col-
laborate with each other, sometimes they compete with each other, but only rarely
is just one area implicated in producing behavior. Furthermore, Glimcher is not
denying that, at the anatomical level of organization, the brain (and more gener-
ally, the nervous system) has a modular structure. On the contrary, this is presup-
posed in Glimcher’s own research. Platt & Glimcher’s (1999) path-breaking study
of eye movements in monkeys, for example, presupposes prior knowledge of the
principal pathways (the anatomical regions in the brain that are subsequently acti-
vated) in visual processing. If this knowledge were lacking, we would not know
where to look for neural activity when an organism is performing a specific task.

What Glimcher is suggesting is that at the level of neural activity there is max-
imization of expected utility throughout many regions of the brain. This is fully
compatible with Camerer et al.’s statement that automatic, affect-driven behavior
is the default and primary mode of operation of the brain. All the computing and
calculating at the neural level stipulated by Glimcher can be accompanied by a
feeling of effortlessness on the part of the acting (or active) individual, for exam-
ple. Glimcher et al. are clearly not suggesting that neural activity can only be evo-
ked consciously and deliberately! How tempting (and perhaps even how ‘natural’)
it is to misunderstand what Glimcher is arguing, is inadvertently but nicely illus-
trated by Camerer. Camerer (2005) argues that if people like Glimcher are right in
claiming that expected utility maximizing is literally taking place in the brain, then
next to two processes of tracking the desirabilities and probabilities of different
courses of action, there must also be a third process of combining these in select-
ing the optimal course of action: ‘If this theory [the “rational choice” approach]
is correct, neuroeconomics will find two processes in the brain – one for guessing
how likely one is to win and lose, and another for evaluating the hedonic pleasure
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and pain of winning and lose – and another brain region which combines proba-
bility and hedonic sensations.’

But this is surely not what Glimcher et al. are arguing. Glimcher is not postulat-
ing the existence of something like a homunculus in the brain that, like a miniature
microscopic version of a person in the brain, gathers information about utilities
and probabilities of all courses of action and that subsequently figures out what
is the best (or optimal) course of action on the basis of this information. When
Glimcher et al. argue that the calculations described in expected utility theory are
literally executed at the neural level, they do not imply that neurons conduct the
sort of mental operations that we ascribe to persons. There are no neurons in the
brain that, like agents writ small, engage in a conscious and deliberate attempt to
select the option with highest expected utility. Selection of the course of action that
actually is displayed rather proceeds in a purely mechanical way (in a ‘winner-take-
all’ fashion; Glimcher & Rustichini 2004, p. 452).

Once we carefully distinguish between different levels of organization (or of
description, or of analysis), we see that much of the alleged disagreement between
the two versions is apparent rather than real. The computations that Glimcher
et al. describe at the neural level should not be conflated with the things that are
going on at the level of the human mind. If we try to solve equations in a math
exercise, for example, the calculations we do are evoked deliberately (we want to
solve the equations and therefore we perform the necessary calculations) and are
accompanied with a subjective feeling of effort put into them. These subjective
mental experiences can be totally absent when the computations at the neural level,
described by Glimcher et al., are executed.25 Camerer et al. claim that automatic
behavior (rather than consciously controlled action) is the default mode of opera-
tion in human behavior. One of the typical features of automatic behavior is that it
is accompanied by a subjective feeling of effortlessness. Appearances notwithstand-
ing, this claim of Camerer et al. is compatible with Glimcher et al.’s claim that
groups of neurons track (changes in) expected utilities of options. It might be true
both that, at the neural level, desirabilities and probabilities are computed and that
at the mental level, no conscious and deliberate effort is made by the individuals
in question to calculate desirabilities and probabilities.

What the foregoing discussion also makes clear is that Glimcher et al. and
Camerer et al. entertain different understandings of what ‘rational behavior’ means
in economic theory. For Glimcher et al. ‘rational behavior’ essentially means
behavior as predicted by economic theories such as expected utility theory and
game theory.26 On this understanding, whether or not the behavior is arrived at
through conscious deliberation on the part of the acting individuals is irrelevant.
The fact that Camerer et al. argue that standard economic theory fails to cover
automatic and affect-driven behavior reveals that on their understanding one of
the things that ‘rational behavior’ in economic theory implies is that the behav-
ior is arrived at through conscious deliberation. While on the understanding of
Glimcher et al. making use of economic theory is silent and neutral about the sort
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of processes at the mental level that generate behavior, on the understanding of
Camerer et al. economic theory implies a particular view of such processes. These
two understandings should not be confused with one another. In fact, Glimcher
et al.’s research illustrates that behavior predicted by economic theory need not be
arrived at through conscious deliberation.

6. Substantive agreements within neuroeconomics

We saw that Glimcher et al’s claim that (changes in) desirabilities and probabilities
are computed at the neural level and Camerer et al’s claim that automatic, rather
than consciously controlled behavior is the default mode of behavior need not nec-
essarily conflict with each other. Desirabilities and probabilities can be ‘rationally’
computed at the neural level when the actual mode of operation of the individ-
uals in question is automatic. It is perfectly possible that ‘irrational behavior’, in
the one sense of not being consciously pre-meditated, is ‘rational behavior’ in the
other sense of behavior that is consistent with standard economic theory’s predic-
tions.27 Indeed, insofar as individuals display rational behavior in this latter sense,
then it must be the case that at some level of description somehow and somewhere
(changes in) the relevant variables must be tracked by and in the individuals. Seen
in this light, results as those obtained by Platt & Glimcher (1999) should not be
that surprising to us.

The fact that the two groups need not disagree at this point does not imply, of
course, that they do not disagree at other points. The fact that Glimcher et al.
focus on behavior that is consistent with standard economic theory’s predictions,
while Camerer et al. pay more attention to anomalies, forms of behavior inconsis-
tent with standard economic theory’s predictions, might be taken to indicate that
both groups disagree about the extent to which human behavior is rational (in the
sense of being consistent with standard economic theory’s predictions). It might be
taken to indicate that Glimcher et al. hold that human behavior is rational to a
larger extent than Camerer et al. believe it is. This might indeed be true. And as
yet it is an open, unresolved issue as to who is right.

What it is certainly not true, however, is that Glimcher et al. deny that
there are significant anomalies in human choice behavior. As a matter of fact,
Glimcher et al. do not take for granted that organisms behave as predicted in stan-
dard economic theory. It is by no means guaranteed that organisms have evolved
mechanisms to fulfill certain tasks optimally. What Glimcher et al. really argue is
that using the economic approach enables one to specify the computational goal
that individuals have to attain (or rather the computational goal that their ances-
tors had to attain in order to be reproductively successful),28 without taking for
granted that the individuals attain this goal efficiently. Economic theory provides
an indispensable benchmark (of optimality or efficiency) for further research into
the brain (and into any information-processing system in general). Barring such a
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benchmark, it is argued, we do not know what and where to look for in the brain
and the prospects of being able to carve the brain at its natural joints are dim. But
it is a benchmark that possibly and perhaps even probably is not attained in actual
behavior.29 What is more, Glimcher suggests that adopting the economic approach
is most useful in identifying neural mechanisms if this benchmark is not attained
by far. What is revealed then is that certain inherited and selected mechanisms that
presumably worked well in the evolutionary environment in which they evolved do
not perform well in the current environment. Mechanisms that were well adapted
to the past environmental circumstances in which they evolved may well be mal-
adapted to present circumstances. When activated in present circumstances, they
‘misfire’ and produce suboptimal or inefficient results.

This is exactly what Camerer et al. (2005) also argue when at the end of their
lengthy paper they discuss (in a section with the title ‘Can neuroscience save ratio-
nal choice economics?’) Glimcher’s finding that rational choice takes place at the
neural level.30 Camerer et al. argue that since studies such as Glimcher’s use sim-
ple tasks which humans (and monkeys) are well-evolved to perform, it should not
come as a surprise that rational choice is vindicated here. But, Camerer et al. go
on to argue, the most important kinds of economic behavior involve tasks that are
much more complex and abstract (such as manipulating abstract symbols). Whe-
ther humans have evolved mechanisms to perform such tasks optimally remains
to be seen. The mechanisms that humans did evolve might well be maladapted
to do this. Camerer et al. (2005, p. 63) conclude their discussion with the fol-
lowing suggestion: ‘Ironically, rational choice models might therefore be most use-
ful in thinking about the simplest kinds of decisions humans and other species
make – involving perceptual tradeoffs, motor movements, foraging for food, and
so forth – and prove least useful in thinking about abstract, complex, long-term
tradeoffs which are the traditional province of economic theory.’ If this suggestion
makes sense, economic theory might well be well suited to address (simple) forms
of behavior that it initially was not meant to address and ill suited to address the
(more complex) forms of phenomena that it was meant to address.

Thus, while Camerer et al. tend to emphasize anomalies in human behavior
more than Glimcher et al. do, both groups are in basic agreement that there are
many cases and contexts in which the behavior people display is at odds with pre-
dictions of standard economic theory. Ironically, the latter might pertain in par-
ticular to the sorts of behavior economic theory was traditionally focusing on. A
plausible reason why people display ‘irrational’ economic behavior is that although
the neural mechanisms activated by salient cues in the presently prevailing envi-
ronment might be well-adapted to the previously prevailing circumstances in which
they evolved, they are not well-adapted to current circumstances. This does not
necessarily imply that neural mechanisms that in principle could produce ‘ratio-
nal’ behavior, behavior that is adapted to current circumstances, are lacking in
or unavailable to people. It is possible that such ‘rational’ neural mechanisms
are available to people, but that they lay dormant without being activated. Or if
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activated, they might be not strong enough to check and overrule the workings of
the neural mechanisms leading to the ‘irrational’ behavior. Several neural mecha-
nisms (or ‘subsystems’) within one individual may complement each other in pro-
ducing behavior, but they might also compete with each other. This might provide
the key to understanding why individuals sometimes display irrational behavior
even if each neural subsystem that they comprise could be understood as a ‘ratio-
nal economic agent’ (Berns 2003). Even if each neural subsystem evolved (and
is well-adapted) to perform a certain function, that is, they can make individu-
als do things that are not in the individuals’ best interest. As Ross (2006, 2007)
argues, for example, the problem with addicted people is not that their dopami-
nergic reward systems malfunction. On the contrary, the problem is that in a sense
their reward system works too well: it hijacks their limbic system and sabotages the
systems that (in non-addicted people) might check its influence on their behavior.

No matter how serious they take alleged anomalies to be and no matter how
they account for these, in the end neuroeconomists of all stripes seem to be inter-
ested in the same thing. Their final aim is to understand and explain when and
why individuals do and when and why individuals do not display behavior pre-
dicted by standard economic theory. This also holds for the Glimcher et al. group.
For them neuroeconomics is a two-stage process. Up till now we only paid atten-
tion to the first stage, the stage in which neuroscience is rebuilt on the basis of eco-
nomic theory. But to them this is not the end of the story. The second stage is to
improve economic theory on the basis of the newly rebuilt neuroscience. An impro-
ved economic theory is needed, to explain anomalies that standard economic the-
ory is unable to explain. Thus what all neuroeconomists ultimately want to know
is in what sorts of conditions, or under what sorts of circumstances, standard eco-
nomic theory does and does not predict well and why this is so. Neuroeconomists
want to contribute to the development of a theory that is at once more general,
in the sense of covering all forms of behavior (‘rational’ and ‘irrational’ alike) and
more explanatory, in uncovering the internal behavior-generating machinery (at the
neural level) that standard economic theory treated as a black box, than standard
economic theory.

There seems to be a growing consensus that the notion of ‘ecological rational-
ity’ (Gigerenzer et al. 1999, Landa & Wang 2001, Smith 2003, Chorvat & McCabe
2005, Kysar et al. 2006) can provide an explanation of why actual behavior is con-
sistent with standard economic theory’s predictions in some sorts of contexts (or
environments) while it is inconsistent with the predictions in other sorts of con-
texts. The idea behind ecological rationality is that it makes more sense to take
the match between specific evolved heuristics (or mechanisms) and specific environ-
ments (or contexts) as a standard of rationality than some context-insensitive opti-
mality or efficiency criterion. A heuristic that performs well in the one context or
environment in which it evolved might perform poorly in another context or envi-
ronment. What matters is not just the behavior ultimately arrived at. What matters
also are the ease, effectiveness and reliability of the process in which the behavior
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is produced. Thus behavior that is irrational, in the sense of not fully attaining
some context-insensitive optimality benchmark, might well be ecologically rational
if we factor in decision-making costs and take account of the reliability with which
satisfactory results are produced. What is implied here also is that specific heuris-
tics are activated (or triggered, or evoked, or elicited) by specific cues in specific
contexts or environments. The heuristics that are activated in the one sort of con-
text may well be different from the ones activated in another sort of context. All
this makes it intelligible why people behave ‘rationally’ in the one sort of context,
while they behave ‘irrationally’ in the other sort of context. The reason is that the
specific heuristics activated in the former sort of context are well-adapted to that
sort of context, while the specific heuristics activated in the latter sort of context
are ill-adapted to that sort of context.

7. Concluding remarks

Let us take stock. At first sight, the neuroeconomics movement seems to be inter-
nally more divided than the bioeconomics movement. All bioeconomists seem to
hold that what bioeconomics entails at any rate is the plea for using economic con-
cepts, approaches and/or principles in (evolutionary) biology. By contrast, not all
neuroeconomists plea for the use of economic theories in neuroscience. For sure,
for neuroeconomists such as Glimcher and Berns, neuroeconomics does seem to
amount primarily if not only to the economics of neural activity. But for Camerer
et al., for example, neuroeconomics is the reverse use of insights and findings
obtained in neuroscience to suggest new underpinnings for economic theories. We
furthermore saw that the neuroeconomists Glimcher et al. criticize Camerer et al.
for believing that rational behavior cannot be but the result of the functioning of
the cerebral cortex. Glimcher et al. argue that rational decision-making can be dis-
tributed among several brain regions and that the cerebral cortex is not necessarily
involved in it. Moreover, while Glimcher et al. point out that expected utilities are
literally computed at the neural level even in monkeys, Camerer et al. stress the
limits of standard economic theories, such as expected utility theory, in describing
and explaining human behavior.

We also saw, however, that there seems to be quite some agreement on sub-
stantive issues in neuroeconomics. The agreement is not confined to shared basic
views on brain architecture and brain functioning. Once we clearly distinguish
between different levels of analysis and between different notions of rational-
ity, for example, Glimcher et al.’s finding that expected utility maximization is
‘literally’ taking place at the neural level turns out to be fully compatible with
Camerer et al.’s claim that ‘cool’ conscious deliberation is the exception rather
than the rule in human behavior. More important for economics is the fact that
there is a basic agreement among all neuroeconomists that standard economic the-
ory faces several anomalies that are real and significant. There might be differences
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in opinion among neuroeconomists about the extent to which human behavior vio-
lates standard economic theory’s predictions. But no neuroeconomist shares the
confidence that bioeconomists have in the ability of standard economic theory to
correctly depict individual human behavior. No bioeconomist seems to call into
question that the ‘constrained maximization framework’ does a good job in rep-
resenting individual human behavior. This is clearly different for neuroeconomists.
There is a shared understanding in neuroeconomics that an improved economic
theory, that does not rationalize anomalies away but that is rather able to explain
when and why they occur, is badly needed and that neuroscience can be of great
help in developing such an improved economic theory. All neuroeconomists hold
out the hope that a better understanding of mechanisms working at the physi-
ological and anatomical level of the brain enhances our insight into why stan-
dard economic theory predicts well in certain situations while it predicts poorly in
others.

There are also several open issues that are not resolved yet. As Glimcher’s dis-
cussion makes clear, there is much that we do not know yet about brain structure
and brain functioning and about their relation with overt behavior. Although it
is clear that the production of ‘rational behavior’, in the sense of behavior that is
consistent with standard economic theory’s predictions, need not involve the cere-
bral cortex, it is not so clear how many of the other regions in the brain are capa-
ble of producing ‘rational’ behavior. Neuroscientists such as Glimcher and Berns
may be right that there are regions in the brain other than that of the cerebral cor-
tex that track (changes in) relevant variables so that rational behavior is displayed.
But as yet it is unclear for what regions this holds. What is not settled either is
what sorts of seemingly irrational behavior turn out to be rational once decision-
making costs are factored in. It is true that sometimes it is better and more effi-
cient to have a quick and effortless response to some stimulus than to engage in
costly and time-consuming search, even if the quick and effortless response is not
fully accurate. But it remains to be seen how much of the alleged irrational behav-
ior can be ‘rationalized’ in this vein.

An interesting question (and for economists perhaps the most interesting ques-
tion) is what implications all this has and should have for economic theory. What
follows from the fact that several crucial issues in neuroscience are still unresolved?
That we as economists should wait until neuroscience has grown more mature
before we try to accommodate their insights and findings? Or should we rather
follow Neurath’s dictum that in the process of mutual adjustments between disci-
plines there is no other option than to rebuild the ship from its own timbers at
open sea? Furthermore, even if we did know everything there is to know about
brain structure and brain functioning, including knowledge of what regions of the
brain are activated by what sorts of environmental conditions, it would still not be
clear what implications this should have for economic theory. There are at least
two different takes on this. Following a suggestion made by Berns (2003), Ross
argues that findings in neuroscience do not necessitate any revision of standard
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economic theory whatsoever. Ross does not deny that there is vast evidence that
individual human behavior is irrational at least some of the time. But what this
only suggests, Ross argues, is that not individual persons, but functionally special-
ized groups of neurons should be treated as rational economic agents. Thus, what
should be changed is not standard economic theory, but our traditional idea that
economic theory deals with the behavior of individual persons. Contrary to what
is traditionally assumed in economics, the proper scope of economics would not
be the behavior of individual persons and that of supra-individual entities such
as organizations and industries, but the behavior of sub-personal systems in the
brain.

The other take on what implications an imagined ideal neuroscience should have
for economic theory retains the traditional idea that economic theory addresses
phenomena that are located at higher levels of analysis than the phenomena
addressed by neuroscience. One of the issues that this raises is how the various lev-
els of analysis are related to each other. How is the behavior of (groups of) neu-
rons and that of brain regions related to the behavior of individual persons, for
example? Are there regular patterns in the ways in which the former map onto
the latter? If so, what are these patterns? These are also open, unresolved issues.
Gul & Pesendorfer (2005) exploit the observation that neuroscience and economic
theory address phenomena at different levels of analysis to argue that neurosci-
ence does not and should not bear on economic theory. Economists are advised
by Gul & Pesendorfer to ignore neuroscience. I think this is overly defensive. It
wrongly seems to assume that the levels of analysis are totally disconnected. Even
if we do not fully understand yet how neural subsystems in the brain interact
in producing behavior of individual persons and what roles environmental factors
(including institutional ones) play in this, we do know that what is going on in
the brain is connected somehow with individual human behavior and also with
what happens at even higher levels of analysis. What can hardly be denied at any
rate is that individual behavior produced in at least some contexts is not consis-
tent with standard economic theory’s predictions and that neuroscience is starting
to shed light on this. This is something economists can only ignore at their own
peril.
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Notes

1. The focus of bioeconomics and neuroeconomics on the one hand and that of evolutionary game
theory and evolutionary economics on the other need not exclude each other. In fact, Geoffrey
Hodgson (1997); Hodgson (1998) and Ulrich Witt (1999, 2003) are examples of interesting attempts
to incorporate the insight that human beings are evolved creatures in studies of ongoing processes of
economic evolution.

2. Note that Tullock is not arguing here that application of standard economic theory’s constrained
maximization framework in biology necessarily leads to different results or insights. The main gain
envisioned is increased simplicity in explanation.

3. Henceforth, I will use ‘constrained maximization’ and ‘optimization’ interchangeably.
4. See also ‘indeed, it could be argued that I have never left economics, that all my “biological” arti-

cles are simply economics articles in which I have rather unusual sets of entities maximizing a rather
unusual utility function’ (Tullock 1979, p. 2).

5. Ghiselin (1974, pp. 234–235) argues, for example, that Adam Smith failed to distinguish between
competitive division of labor (between independent firms, for example) and cooperative division of
labor (between members of the same firm).

6. When speculating about the possible implications of sociobiology for the discipline of economics,
Edward O. Wilson (1977, p. 136) also notes that ‘the graphical methods of economics’, optimization
and decision theory, have already been routinely used in ecology and sociobiology. See also Zak &
Denzau (2001) for an overview.

7. This may be a bit surprising to those who know Becker and Hirshleifer as staunch advocates of eco-
nomic imperialism (or economics imperialism, Mäki 2002). Becker and Hirshleifer do believe that
‘the economic approach’ is superior to non-economic approaches in biology. But they also believe
that in return biology could help economics overcome present limitations: instead of arbitrarily tak-
ing into account only the ‘egoistic’ parts of human nature, incorporating the effects of genetic selec-
tion (Becker 1976, p. 818 and p. 826) could help economics to identify ‘the whole human being’.
They think there is a need to do so to explain phenomena even in economics’ traditional domain of
market behaviour (Hirshleifer 1977a, p. 28).

8. See also ‘where standard economics takes the satisfaction of preferences as the primitive objective
or ‘utility function’ of the acting individuals, biological theory suggests that what seems like mere
preference or taste evolves out of the objective dictates of reproductive survival’ (Hirshleifer 1977a,
p. 50). Robert Frank’s (1988) work on emotional commitments and adaptive rationality (Frank
2004) seems to subscribe to this programmatic contention. By contrast, Witt (1991) argues that
sociobiological arguments wrongly bypass innate learning mechanisms in forming preferences.

9. Note that this deviates from a standard interpretation of ‘group selection’ according to which kin
selection and group selection are seen as two different routes via which altruism can evolve.

10. As Becker (1976, p. 824) himself observes, the concept of altruism that Edward O. Wilson and other
evolutionary biologists are talking about is not the same as the concept Becker is discussing. In
the helpful terminology of Sober & Wilson (1998), while Edward O. Wilson is discussing evolution-
ary altruism (behavior that reduces personal fitness by definition, whatever the ‘proximate causes’
responsible for it), Becker is discussing psychological altruism (altruistic preferences, or the inten-
tion, or inclination to transfer part of one’s own wealth to others).

11. Hirshleifer (1977b) rightly commented that for Becker’s argument to be valid, Big Daddy needs to
have the last word.

12. Since correct anticipations are also a crucial part in the explanation, it might be added that next to
preferences and constraints, expectations also are a major determinant of human behavior.

13. Cf. Coase’s (1978, p. 245) worry: ‘The danger is that dabbling in sociobiology may prove to be more
attractive to many economists than the use of sociobiological findings to improve our economics.’
For Coase it is clear that the latter – using sociobiological findings to improve economics – should
be aimed at.
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14. In 2005, The Society for Neuroeconomics (see http://www.neuroeconomics.org/index.htm) was
founded.

15. Articles about neuroeconomics have appeared in several newspapers and newspaper magazines, such
as The Wall Street Journal, The Economist, Newsweek, Forbes, The Los Angeles Times and The New
York Times.

16. Simplifying a bit, one could say that the proximate causes of current behavior, the ‘cogs and wheels’
in the internal behavior-generating machinery, are the outcome of the behavior’s ultimate causes
(notably, natural selection).

17. Thus, the criticism levelled against sociobiology, that forces driving biological evolution other than
natural selection (such as genetic drift) are not sufficiently paid attention to, also seem to apply to
bioeconomics. The same holds for the criticism that culture and cultural evolution (as well as indi-
vidual ontogenetic development, it might be added) are given short shrift in sociobiology.

18. Following Adam Smith, Ronald Coase (1976, 1978) (who should not be counted as a bioeconomist,
but who does believe that there something to learn from evolution for economists and who did par-
ticipate in the debates over sociobiology/evolutionary biology and economics in the 1970s) is more
sceptical about the degree to which human behavior is guided by reason.

19. The brain’s anatomy and physiology can themselves be regarded at two different levels of description
in their own right.

20. As Zak (2004) rightly notes, for these neuroeconomists behavioral economics is at least as much the
progenitor of neuroeconomics as bioeconomics.

21. The focus on these two groups is not meant to belittle important contributions to neuroeconom-
ics made by other proponents of (and contributors to) neuroeconomics such as Kevin McCabe,
Daniel Kahneman, Paul Zak, Aldo Rustichini, David Laibson, John Dickhaut, Wolfram Schultz,
Ernst Fehr, James Rilling, Alan Sanfey, Antonio Rangel, Daniel Houser, Brian Knutson and many
others.

22. See also: ‘ . . . desirability is realized as a concrete object, a neural signal in the human and animal
brain, rather than as a purely theoretical construction’ (Glimcher & Rustichini 2004, p. 452).

23. To Glimcher, the human brain is not just part of economic systems. It is an economic system by and
of itself with its own goals, constraints (metabolic costs in particular) and ‘currency’ (neural firing
rates). I owe this observation to Paul J. Zak (personal communication). See also Ross (2006, 2007).
For a similar treatment of the human brain as an economic system, see Robson (2001). See Vromen
(2003) for a critique of Robson.

24. See also Kahneman’s (2003) similar distinction between System 1 and System 2 type cognitive
processes.

25. One could argue that the computations and calculations at the neural level described by Glimcher
et al. are metaphorical. Or, alternatively, following Bennett & Hacker (2003), we could say that
Glimcher et al. commit a mereological fallacy here: only the individual organism (such as a human
being) as a whole can be the proper subject of psychological attributes involved in processes such as
calculations, not any of its parts (such as neurons).

26. This is what Kacelnik (2006) calls ‘E-rationality’ (rationality as conceived of by economists). Kacel-
nik argues that whereas economists prefer to be agnostic about the processes in which behavior is
produced, for psychologists and philosophers (who entertain ‘PP-rationality’) behavior can only be
rational if the behavior is produced in reasoning processes that meet certain conditions.

27. It might be added here that, conversely, ‘rational behavior’ in the sense of consciously pre-meditated
behavior might well be ‘irrational behavior’ in the sense of behavior that is inconsistent with stan-
dard economic theory’s predictions. The simple reason or this is that people who do their utmost
best in solving a maximization problem (or in attaining optimal results), for example, can fail.

28. As Dawkins (1995) argues, the utility function in question is DNA (or gene) survival. As Dawkins
himself notes that this may imply inefficiency, it is perhaps a bit misleading of Dawkins to talk of
God’s utility function here.

29. It is ‘ . . . more a hypothesis for testing rather than anything certain’ (Glimcher 2002, p. 327).
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30. It seems (and perhaps this is symptomatic for the mutual misunderstandings that plague the neuro-
economics movement) that Camerer et al. want to raise this point as an objection against Glimcher
et al., whereas they are in fact fully in agreement on this point.
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